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Abstract

Online step-by-step tutorials play an integral role in how users learn feature-rich software
applications (e.g., Photoshop, AutoCAD, Fusion360). However, when searching for a
tutorial, users can find it difficult to assess whether a given tutorial is designed for their
level of software expertise. Novice users can struggle when a tutorial is out of their reach,
whereas more advanced users can end up wasting time with overly simple, first-principles
instruction. To assist users in selecting tutorials based on expertise, I investigate the
feasibility of using machine learning techniques to automatically assess and label a
tutorial’s difficulty level. Using Photoshop as a testbed, I develop a set of distinguishable
tutorial features and use these features to train a classifier that can label a tutorial as either
Beginner or Advanced with 85% accuracy. To illustrate a potential application of my
classifier, I developed a tutorial selection interface called TutVis. TutVis annotates each
tutorial with its difficulty level, along with visual representations of other tutorial features
that contribute to this difficulty assessment. An initial evaluation comparing TutVis to two
other interfaces (which varied in the number of different tutorial features displayed)
showed a strong preference for and use of TutVis’s novel features.
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Introduction

Online tutorials have emerged as one of the most popular and heavily used resources for
learning and using feature-rich software applications (e.g., Autocad, Photoshop, Fusion360,
etc.). [7,50]. There is an abundance of tutorials online (e.g., over 28,160 video & text
tutorials on the popular aggregator site tutplus.com) and, in comparison to other resources
like forums or Q&A sites, they typically describe full workflows, illustrating the step-bystep progression of a task.
Despite the benefits offered by online tutorials, it can be difficult for users to locate and
identify tutorials that are appropriate for their current level of software expertise [22,36,80].
For example, advanced tutorials often assume certain software skills and knowledge of the
application’s vocabulary [25,31]. When a novice tries to follow a tutorial with this assumed
knowledge, s/he can experience cognitive overload [53,62], frustration [49], and limited
task success [39]. Expert users, on the other hand, are more interested in compact workflow
representations, and in tutorials that cover more advanced or novel techniques [31,39,46].
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Existing online tutorials often fail to provide expertise or difficulty information to guide a
user’s search for an appropriate tutorial. For example, when sampling from over 8,000
Photoshop tutorials on tutplus.com, I found that only 8% provided the user with any
difficulty information. To address this problem, I investigate whether a system could
classify a tutorial’s difficulty automatically. Given the highly structured nature of many
feature-rich tutorials, with their step-based [50], and command-oriented workflows [42],
my approach relies on machine learning to uncover properties of advanced vs. beginner
tutorials.

1.1. Research Questions
The goal of my thesis is to investigate the feasibility of automatically labeling the tutorial’s
difficulty using machine learning techniques. While doing the investigation, I had the
following research questions:
1) What are the features that differentiate tutorials designed for experts from tutorials
designed for novices?
2) How can I develop a machine learning model that can automatically classify the
tutorial’s difficulty levels?
3) How can I leverage the developed model to assist users in the tutorial selection?

1.2. Methodology and Approach
Using Photoshop tutorials as the testbed, I approached my research questions by i)
investigating and extracting differentiable features of advanced vs beginner tutorials ii)
training different machine learning models using the extracted features of the tutorials and
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evaluating different models’ performance, iii) developing a prototype which presents the
model’s predicted difficulty level along with the visual representation of the extracted
features, and iv) elicit users’ response on the prototype from a tutorial selection study. What
follows is a summary of each of these thesis components.
1.2.1. Investigating Differentiable Features
I started my investigation by consulting prior research on measuring software expertise
[30,36,46] and learnability [31,39,54]. Initially collecting Photoshop tutorials, I identified
and engineered a set of differentiable features that I extracted from the tutorial’s text. Here,
my analysis included both video and text tutorials; however, in the case of video tutorials,
I only considered textual transcripts. Finally, after my analysis, I settled upon five different
feature sets including topics, length, text difficulty, word repetition, and the density of
command references.
1.2.2. Model Generation and Evaluation
I investigated the impact of the extracted features on classifier accuracy. Specifically, I
trained different models using 750 tutorials with existing difficulty labels (obtained from
9 online tutorial repositories) using different feature combinations. Using 10-fold crossvalidation, I found that the best model achieves an accuracy of 85% when classifying an
arbitrary tutorial as either beginner or advanced. From another investigation, I uncovered
that this performance could be improved by introducing more training data to the model. I
also evaluated the generalizability of the feature sets to the second type of feature-rich
software, 3D modeling software (e.g., Fusion 360).
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1.2.3. Development of the Prototype

To illustrate a user-centered application of the classifier, I created a prototype tutorial
browsing interface called TutVis. TutVis aims to guide tutorial selection by annotating each
tutorial with its automatically generated difficulty label, along with interface components
that summarize other tutorial features (i.e., those leveraged by the classifier). To present
the tutorial features to a user, such as topics, length, command ratio, text difficulty, word
repetition, I presented an approach (i.e., refined by a series of pilot testing) to transform
the features into interface components of TutVis.
1.2.4. Tutorial Selection Study
In a proof-of-concept user evaluation with 12 participants, I compared TutVis to two other
tutorial selection interfaces that displayed subsets of the annotations (e.g., only the
difficulty labels). The results suggest that participants prefer having TutVis’s full set of
interface components and that they use the interface components to increase their selection
confidence.

1.3. Contributions
In summary, this thesis contributes to the following:
1) I identify and investigate features (e.g., topic, length, text difficulty) that
differentiate feature-rich software tutorials designed for experts from those
designed for beginners.
2) I illustrate that these features can be leveraged by a machine-learning model for
an 85% classification accuracy.
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3) I show how the classifier’s decision and its features can be interpreted (in
particular, the machine-generated topics) and presented through the TutVis
system.
4) I provide initial insight from a proof-of-concept evaluation on how TutVis
impacts tutorial selection tasks.
The remainder of this thesis is organized in six chapters: Chapter 2 summarizes prior work
related to this thesis, Chapter 3 describes the investigation process of differentiable features,
Chapter 4 describes the model generation and evaluation process, Chapter 5 discusses the
development of the prototype, Chapter 6 summarizes the tutorial selection study and
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis.

Chapter 2 – Related Work

Chapter 2 – Related Work

Related Work

The coverage of my related work focuses on three main areas: characterizing software
expertise, detection of expertise, and improving the usability of software tutorials.

2.1. Characterizing and Classifying Software Expertise
Earlier research has acknowledged that the detection of individual differences can
significantly improve software learning and task efficiency [16,19,20]. In software learning
research, one difference that has received recent attention is the study of user expertise
[3,30,31,39]. Ericsson et al. defined user expertise as “the characteristics, skills, and
knowledge that distinguish experts from novices and less experienced people” [24]. Based
on this definition Grossman et al. defined software expertise as “The characteristics, skills,
and knowledge that distinguish experts from novices, considered across the entire scope of
functionality that the software provides” [30].
7
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Prior work has recognized the wide range of expertise that users bring to their experiences
with feature-rich software. Building on Nielsen’s categorization of general user interface
expertise [60], Grossman et al. classified feature-rich software expertise according to the
following dimensions: experience with computers, experience with the software’s interface,
domain knowledge and experience with similar software [31]. Moreover, considering the
familiarity, frequency, and efficiency of software usage, Grossman et al. presented lowlevel metrics of four different expertise profiles: core expert, isolated expert, naïve expert
and knowledgeable expert [30].
Guided by the prior research, I acknowledge the differences across the wide range of
software expertise. However, to capture the most prevalent differentiation, I chose to work
with two significant levels – advanced and beginner.

2.2. Detection of Expertise
Prior research has investigated different ways to detect software expertise. Masarakal et al.
introduced a seven-point self-assessment scale where users rated themselves through task
questionnaires [51]. This technique is very common in testing software usability [13,14,70]
and user experience [1] but lacks reliability [61]. Among other techniques, expert judgment
has been leveraged in previous research to detect expertise levels. For example, Wang et
al. assessed the task (i.e., produced by topic modeling) expertise using expert judgment and
used this knowledge to recommend similar tutorials [77]. Another method of measuring
software expertise involves controlled task assessment, based on the performance analysis
of the users in a laboratory setting [28,36]. Unlike self-assessment, expert judgment and
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laboratory task assessment are reliable but impractical outside the laboratory setting
[21,30]. Therefore, I leverage the automatic detection of expertise.
Prior research has looked at the feasibility of automatically detecting software expertise,
which is a key step for supporting users of differing skill levels. One area of focus has been
on capturing and analyzing low-level interface operations. Examples of such expertise
indicators include the time to perform commands [30], the rate of interface actions [35],
pauses, or dwells [64], mouse motions [28], and menu access times [36]. My work aims
to accommodate different skill levels by automatically assessing the difficulty of tutorials
available online.
Other research has investigated how users of different skill levels utilize a feature-rich
software application’s command set. Lawson et al.’s study of spreadsheet use found
expertise-related workflow differences [46]. Matejka et al.’s study of command usage
behavior found that command usage frequency can be an indicator of software expertise
[48]. I leverage these findings to investigate command-oriented tutorial features that serve
to discriminate between beginner and advanced tutorials.

2.3. Improving the Usability of Software Tutorials
Many software users, especially newcomers, often struggle in locating a relevant tutorial
for a given task [39]. Given the ubiquity and important role of tutorials in software learning,
a wide body of work has looked at how to support tutorial use and retrieval.
In supporting tutorial use, prior work has explored integrating tutorials with the target
applications, for example, through overlays that help users find tutorial commands [37,69],
or techniques that use application context to control a video tutorial’s progression [64].

10
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Prior work has also focused on reducing workload by automating certain mechanical
tutorial steps [11,42], motivating tutorial use by adding gamification elements [47], and
augmenting tutorials with input from the user community [10,44,65].
Some prior approaches have explored annotating software tutorials to make it easier for
users to select, appraise, and navigate them. Examples of previously explored tutorial
annotations include commands covered [26,63], UI events [5,32], other users’ viewing
patterns [40], and the location of workflow steps within a video [41,79]. This prior work
has leveraged a mix of automated (e.g., [26,63,65]) and crowdsourcing techniques (e.g.,
[15,41]) to create the annotations.
Despite all the research in improving user interaction with tutorials, there is very little prior
work on providing users with information about the difficulty level of the application
content covered in the tutorial. One exception is Social CheatSheet [75], a system for
creating and sharing software instructions and tutorials, which proposed a social voting
mechanism to classify an instruction set’s difficulty level. Also highly relevant to my work
is Wang et al.’s work on identifying tutorial tasks [77].

Their approach leveraged

command usage logs and topic modeling to identify latent tutorial topics. They then had
experts assign human-readable labels to the topics, consisting of the task covered and its
difficulty. My work differs in that I use machine learning to classify a tutorial’s difficulty
level automatically. My approach also does not require access to usage logs. Also, my work
adds insights into how tutorial difficulty information can affect novice and expert users’
tutorial selection tasks.
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2.4. Summary
Previous research has characterized different software expertise levels and detection
techniques. Guided by earlier work, my thesis goal is to detect software tutorial’s difficulty
automatically. Prior work has leveraged menu access time, command invocations, mouse
motions and rate of interface actions in expertise detection. I extend this body of work by
focusing on different distinguishable aspects of online tutorials. Previous work has
investigated the feasibility of different tutorial annotations to improve tutorial navigation
and quality of the contents. My objective is to annotate tutorials with difficulty levels and
assist users in tutorial selection.

Chapter 3 – Investigating Differentiable Features
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Investigating Differentiable Features

My thesis goal is to investigate the feasibility of automatically labeling an application
tutorial’s difficulty. In this chapter, I describe the data that I collected for classifier training,
my data preprocessing strategies, my feature investigation and extraction process (i.e.,
feature engineering), and the analysis of the extracted features to see any statistically
significant differences between advanced vs. beginner tutorials. Figure 1 shows the method
overview for the feature investigation and extraction process.

13
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Data Collection
(Text + Video)

Data
Preprocessing

Feature
Engineering

Feature
Analysis

Figure 1: Different Stages of the feature investigation.

3.1. Data Collection
I began by collecting a corpus of already labeled tutorials for use as ground truth for
classifier training and testing purposes. The initial investigation was confined to Photoshop
tutorials as it is widely used and frequently studied in feature-rich software research
[10,11,18,41,69].
To ensure high-quality difficulty labels, I consulted only tutorial sources that appeared to
have a strict editorial process or accepted tutorials from only experienced authors. In my
final sample, I included tutorials from 9 sources: Adobe, envatotuts+, tutvid, tutpad,
Creative Bloq, PSD Vault, Pelfusion, 99 designs, and Photoshop Star. As a proof-ofconcept, I focused on building a classifier to distinguish between two classes, a choice
motivated by the fact that six of my sources used this level of labeling granularity (e.g.,
“Advanced/Beginner”). The remaining three sources used three difficulty levels (e.g.,
“Advanced/Intermediate/Beginner”). For these sources, I labeled both the “Intermediate”
and “Advanced” tutorials as “Advanced” in my corpus. My final corpus had 750 tutorials
(i.e., 375 advanced and 375 beginner), with equal distributions of video and text tutorials
across each difficulty level (70% text and 30% video tutorials). Figure 2 shows the
distribution of the collected data.
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Advanced Vs Beginner

30%
50%

50%
70%

Video

Text

Advance

Beginner

Tutorial Type

Advanced

Beginner

Total

Video

120

120

240

Text

255

255

510

Total

375

375

750

Figure 2: Distribution of the collected Photoshop Tutorials

3.2. Data Preprocessing
My next step was data preprocessing. In a classification task, data preprocessing leads to
significant improvements by removing sources of noise [74]. Guided by informal
experimentation, I performed four preprocessing steps on my data. Figure 3 summarizes
my preprocessing steps. I briefly discuss each step in the following paragraph.
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Texts are
converted into
lower cases and
broke down into
words (i.e., tokens)

Articles
Special Char
Punctuation
Numerals
Preposition
Conjunction
Pronoun
Stopwords

Convert word to
base form

Add a new layer with Layer > New > Layer (Shift-Control-N) and use the Brush Tool (B) with a Soft Round
tip and Black foreground color. Paint over any stray particles of creamer that are distracting or
background elements that are visible. Apply this setting to layer 2.
Case Conversion + Tokenizing
add a new layer with layer > new > layer (shift-control-n) and use the brush tool (b) with a soft round tip
and black foreground color. paint over any stray particles of creamer that are distracting or background
elements that are visible. apply this setting to layer 2.
Filtering
add new layer layer new layer shift control n use brush tool b soft round tip black foreground color paint
stray particles creamer be distracting background elements be visible apply setting layer
Remove Stopwords
add new layer layer new layer shift control use brush tool soft round tip black foreground color paint stray
particles creamer distracting background elements visible apply setting layer
Lemmatization
add new layer layer new layer shift control use brush tool soft round tip black foreground color paint stray
particle creamer distract background element visible apply setting layer
Bigrams

Groups together 2
tokens or words
that frequently
appear together

add new layer layer new layer shift control use brush_tool soft_round tip black foreground_color paint
stray particle creamer distract background element visible apply_setting layer

Figure 3: Different Preprocessing Steps

In the first step, I converted all text (including the transcript for the video tutorials) into
lower case and divided the text into tokens (i.e., small pieces or words). In the given
example in Figure 3, ‘add’, ‘new’, ‘layer’, ‘use’, ‘soft’, ‘tip’, ‘brush’ are the tokens. In the
filtering step, similar to prior work [57,72], I removed special characters, articles,
punctuation, numerals, prepositions, conjunctions, pronouns and stopwords. For example,
‘>’, ‘(‘, ‘)’, ‘be’, ‘and’, ‘with’, ‘2’ etc. are removed from the text at the filtering step. In the
third step, I converted words into their base forms (known as lemmatization [4]). From the
given example, the highlighted words such as ‘particle’, ‘distract’ and ‘element’ are the
base form of ‘particles’, ‘distracting’ and ‘elements’. In the fourth step, I created bigrams
of words [9], by grouping together frequently co-occurring words. For example,
‘brush_tool’ groups together two different tokens such as ‘brush’ and ‘tool’ (i.e., in Figure
3, the bigrams are shown by the enclosed boxes).
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3.3. Feature Engineering
After preprocessing, I created a set of potential features to train the classifier. By
investigating prior work on software expertise and learnability (e.g., [30,31,46,54,75]) and
conducting informal feature investigations, I settled on: topics, commands, word repetition,
text difficulty, and length. I briefly discuss my motivation for each feature, and how I
developed the feature from the tutorial text in the following subsections.
3.3.1. Tutorial Topics
Prior work has pointed to a potential relationship between a tutorial’s higher-level topic
and its difficulty level. For example, an analysis of comments that users post to online
tutorials indicated that the user community views certain tutorials as covering expert
techniques [43]. Wang et al.’s work on identifying tutorial tasks via command usage logs
showed that when experts were asked to provide human-readable labels for the machinegenerated topics, their labels included both task and difficulty information [77].
Inspired by this prior work, I used topic modeling to generate a set of topics that I leveraged
in classifying tutorial's difficulty. Due to its ability to capture the hidden structure of the
text [59,77], I used the topic modeling algorithm, LDA [6] (using Gensim [82]).
LDA assumes each document (i.e., tutorial) as a mixture of topics where these topics are
present in different proportions. These proportions are called topic distribution
probabilities. For example, if LDA represents any tutorial by topic 1: 0.7, topic 2: 0.2, and
topic 3: 0.1 (where 0.7, 0.2 and 0.1 are the probability values) that means topic 1 contributes
the most in the given tutorial. I generated two different models using this topic-modeling
technique: 1) A Topics-All model which considered all of the preprocessed text and 2) A
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Topic-Commands model, which considered only command references. Figure 5 shows the
general concept of the LDA.
To extract command references for the Topic-Commands model, I applied techniques from
prior work on automatically identifying direct and indirect references (i.e., the tutorial says
“adjust the blending mode” instead of the actual command “set blending mode”) [26,63].
I created a Photoshop command dictionary consisting of both direct and indirect command
references. My method of creating the command dictionary is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Process of developing the command dictionary

I collected the direct command references from the application interface (i.e., Photoshop).
The list of commands in the Photoshop interface is divided into three sections, such as
“Tools”, “Panels” and “Commands”. The list of commands can be accessed via Edit >
keyboard Shortcut > Summarize. From that list, I collected all the commands enlisted to
“Tools”. From the “Commands” and “Panels” sections, I only collected the last member of
the menu hierarchy. For example, if the menu hierarchy of a command is “Layer>Smart
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Objects>Convert to Smart Object” then I only enlisted “Convert to Smart Object” in the
command dictionary. Thus, I collected 1096 unique direct commands from the Photoshop
interface. To collect examples of indirect references, I manually annotated a subset of 70
Photoshop tutorials (35 Advanced and 35 Beginner). I added an additional 2470 indirect
command references to the dictionary via this hand-annotation approach. Finally, all
together, I collected 3566 unique direct and indirect commands, which I enlisted in the
command dictionary.

Tutorials
(Preprocessed)

Topic Model
LDA

Sample Tutorials

Topic 1

Topic 2

Topic 3

0.7

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.6

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.5

Table : Document-Topic Distribution

Figure 5: An example of LDA topic model output for 3 sample topics.

I used both sources of text (all preprocessed text and only command references) as input to
LDA. To specify the number of topics for LDA to generate, I used an evaluation metric
called topic coherence [56,58,76], which measures the human-interpretability of the topics.
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Using this metric, I generated 30 LDA topics. As output, LDA generates a document-topic
distribution matrix that I used for my classification. Figure 5 shows an example of this
matrix.
3.3.2. Command Ratio (CR)
Matejka et al.’s study of command usage behavior found a connection between a user’s
expertise level and the frequency in which they used different commands [48]. To
investigate whether tutorials designed for experts might also make heavier usage of
commands than those designed for novices, I chose to explore differences in how often
tutorials refer to commands. To account for tutorial length, I used a tutorial’s command
ratio (CR), which represents the percentage of words in the tutorial that refer to a Photoshop
command. The calculation is made using the following:

Command Ratio (CR) =

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑠
× 100
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠

3.3.3. Word Repetition (WR)
I conducted an informal investigation and found that advanced tutorials tended to focus on
specific effects or tasks (e.g., “Creating a Sketch Effect”) whereas the beginner tutorials
were often broader (e.g., “Demonstrating the use of Different Retouching Tools in
Photoshop”). To try to capture some of this difference, I created a feature based on word
repetition:

Word Repetition (WR) =

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠
× 100
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠
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I speculated that there might be more repeated words in the advanced tutorials owing to
their more focused nature. On the other hand, it is also possible that beginner tutorials
might contain more repetition to reinforce key concepts.
3.3.4. Text Difficulty (TD)
Also, based on my informal investigation, I speculated that advanced tutorials might use
more complex language. To capture this, I used a consensus score of 7 different formulas
as advocated in prior work [23] (i.e., Flesch Reading Ease, Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level,
Fog Scale, SMOG Index, Coleman-Liau Index, Automatic Readability Index, Linsear
Write Formula). The score considers average sentence length, average number of syllables
per word, percentage of words having 3+ syllables, etc. It penalizes text having
polysyllabic words and long, complex sentences. This score has a scale from 1-12, with
higher values representing more complex text.
3.3.5. Tutorial Length (Len)
Finally, my informal investigation suggested that advanced tutorials tended to be lengthier
than beginner tutorials, prompting to include the tutorial length as one of my features. I
represent tutorial length as the number of words present (i.e., word count). I used word
count primarily because this feature could be easily calculated from the videos (i.e., video
transcripts) or text tutorials.

3.4. Feature Analysis between Advanced vs Beginner Tutorials
For features that could be summarized using means (e.g., command ratio, length, word
repetition, and text difficulty), I looked for statistically significant differences between the
advanced and beginner tutorials in the dataset (using 2-tailed Independent T-Tests).
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Table 1 shows that advanced tutorials are significantly longer and have more repeated
words than beginner tutorials. Contrary to my speculation, beginner tutorials use more
complex language (according to the readability measures); however, the size of the effect
(as measured by Cohen’s d) is small. I did not find a significant difference in the density
of command references (i.e., command ratio) between advanced and beginner tutorials.

Command
Ratio
Length
Word
Repetition
Text Difficulty

Adv mean

Beg mean

(s.d.)

(s.d.)

33.3 (10)

Sig

Cohen’s d

34.3 (11.2)

p = 0.10

0.1

2275.8 (1124.1)

1461 (841.8)

p < 0.001

0.8

71.7 (8.5)

68 (7.9)

p < 0.001

0.5

7.5 (1.6)

8.1 (1.7)

p < 0.001

0.4

Table 1: Mean differences between Advanced vs. Beginner tutorials.

3.5. Summary
I investigated and automatically extracted features from the collected Photoshop tutorial’s
text (i.e., 750 tutorials) after preprocessing. My final set of features includes – topics,
command ratio, word repetition, text difficulty, and length. I analyzed the differences of
command ratio, length, word repetition, and text difficulty between advanced and beginner
tutorials using 2-tailed independent T-tests. My findings suggest that advanced tutorials
are significantly lengthier and contain more repeated words than beginner tutorials.

On

the other side, I found beginner tutorials are significantly more difficult to read (i.e.,
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according to text difficulty) than the advanced tutorials. However, the effect size of this
difference is not very substantial according to Cohen’s d. I did not find any significant
difference in the command references (i.e., command ratio) between these two groups.
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Model Generation and Evaluation

This chapter describes the performance of different models that I generated to classify the
difficulty of a Photoshop tutorial. I investigate i) the feasibility of automatically classifying
a tutorial as either advanced or beginner; and ii) the discriminatory power of the different
features, both in isolation and in combination.
Due to its robustness and that it tends to be less prone to overfitting than some other
approaches (e.g., Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes), I used Random Forest for the classification
[8]. I optimized classifier parameters using Grid Search [67]. To evaluate the model’s
performance, I used a standard cross-validation approach, with 10 folds (using
StratifiedKFold [83]). In other words, each model was trained and validated through 10
trials, where each trial used a different 90% of the data as training samples and the
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remaining 10% of the data as testing samples. Because of my balanced dataset, I report
accuracy as my performance metric.

4.1. Impact of Individual Feature on Classifier Accuracy
I initially investigated the impact of the individual feature sets (topics, length, word
repetition, text difficulty, and command ratio) on classifier performance. As a reminder,

Accuracy (%)

for the topics, I have two models: Topics-All and Topics-Commands.

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

81.1

78.6
62.4

57.3

56.7

51.5

Word Command
Text
Topics- TopicsLength
Difficulty Repetition Ratio
All
Commands

Figure 6: Model Performance using individual features.

From Figure 6, we can see that my classifier achieved the best performance (i.e., accuracy
= 81.1%, s.d. = 3.8) when it was trained using the topics derived from all of the text. The
accuracy dropped slightly (to 78.6%, s.d. = 4.2) when considering only the command
references. In other words, topics are the most informative feature, and the difficulty
information is not only confined to the Photoshop command references. Conversely, the
command ratio was the least informative feature, resulting in baseline accuracy (i.e., 50%
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in this 2-class classification problem). The models trained with the other feature sets (text
difficulty, word repetition, and length) also did not perform well. Thus, while there were
significant differences in mean values for these tutorial features, these differences were not
strong enough to distinguish between advanced and beginner tutorials.

4.2. Impact of Combining Feature Sets on Classifier Accuracy
85.2

79.8
70.3

Accuracy (%)

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Topics-All+
CR+TD+WR+Len

Topics-Commands+
CR+TD+WR+Len

CR+TD+WR+Len

CR: Command Ratio, TD: Text Difficulty, WR: Word Repetition, Len: Length
Figure 7: Model performance using combined features.

I also investigated the impact of combining different features on classifier accuracy. Figure
7 shows that the classifier performed best (achieving 85.2% accuracy, s.d.=2.5) when I
included all of my features. In this highest-performing model, the topics were derived from
all of the text. Accuracy dropped slightly (to 79.8 %, s.d.= 3.8) when using the commandonly topic distributions. These results indicate that while some of my features lack
discriminatory power when used in isolation (see Figure 6), they performed better when
used in combination.
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4.3. Impact of Number of Training Samples on Classifier Accuracy
My next investigation is focussed on the number of training samples required to generate
a good fit model. For this, I used the concept of learning curves [2,78], which shows how
the model’s performance changes as the training dataset size increases. In learning curves,
a model is evaluated on a training dataset and a validation dataset. Here, I chose 10-fold
cross-validation to split the data into training and validation sets. Figure 8 shows the
learning curves for our best model (CR, TD, WR, Len, and Topics-All). In this figure, the
X-axis represents the number of training samples, and the Y-axis represents the accuracy
score. The top line indicates the performance on the training data and the bottom line
indicates the performance on the validation data. Here, the training curve indicates how
well the model is learning, and the validation curve indicates how well the model is
generalizing to the unseen data.

Figure 8: Learning Curves. *error bar represents s. d.
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By analyzing Figure 8, we can see that when the number of training samples is 60, the
model has the validation score of 0.5 (50%) and the training score as 1.0 (100%). At this
point, the model perfectly fits the training data but has not learned enough to be able to
classify unseen data. We can see the performance improvement of the model for the unseen
data with the increment of training samples. For example, at 520 training samples, the
validation score reaches to 0.715 (71.5%). However, the training score has encountered a
sudden drop at this point. A certain drop is acceptable because a model that learns the
training data too closely often suffers from overfitting.
We see that to achieve an accuracy of 80%, a minimum of 630 training samples are needed.
While using 675 training samples, the validation score jumps to 0.846 (~85%), which is
still on the rise. Analyzing both training and validation scores at this point, we see that
there is a gap between the training score and the validation scores, which is known as the
variance [84]. For a good fit model, the variance should be as low as possible. In my case,
we see the validation curve has not yet faced the plateau effect, which is an indicator that
if I provide more training data, the model is likely to achieve better performance.

4.4. Generalizing to 3D Modeling Tutorials
To investigate the generalizability of my features, I evaluated my best model’s performance
(CR, TD, WR, Len, and Topics-All) using tutorials for a different feature-rich application:
3D modeling software. For this purpose, I collected 210 labeled tutorials for the application
Fusion 360 (Advanced 105, Beginner 105, 90% video tutorials) and constructed a Fusion
360 command dictionary. The data preprocessing and feature engineering procedures were
identical to those described in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3, with the exception that LDA
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produced 20 topics (guided again by the topic coherence score). With this dataset, my
classifier achieved an average of 81.4% accuracy (s.d.= 9.2) when trained/tested using 10fold cross-validation. This accuracy provides encouraging initial evidence that my feature
sets and classification techniques generalize beyond Photoshop to other kinds of featurerich software.

4.5. Summary
I generated different machine learning models using my engineered feature sets of
Photoshop tutorials. I used the random forest classifier to build and 10-fold cross-validation
to evaluate the models. I investigated the contribution of the different feature sets
(individual vs. combined) in the model’s performance (i.e., accuracy). After the
performance analysis, I found my best model has an accuracy of 85% and uses all of the
engineered features (e.g., topics, command ratio, word repetition, text difficulty, and
length) to classify advanced vs. beginner Photoshop tutorials. My investigation on the
amount of training data indicated the possibility of performance improvement with more
training samples. To find out the generalizability of my feature sets, I also trained another
model using 210 Fusion 360 tutorials (i.e., 3D modeling software), which was able to
classify advanced vs. beginner tutorials at 81% accuracy.
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Development of the Prototype: TutVis

This chapter discusses the development of my tutorial browsing interface prototype, TutVis.
TutVis summarizes the model’s generated decisions (i.e., tutorials difficulty) along with
the model’s features through visual interface components. The model’s features are
numerical values that need further transformation to present them in TutVis. I investigated
different approaches for the transformation. After a series of testing, I found out that the
subsets of my model’s features, i.e., length, text difficulty, command ratio, and word
repetition can be presented through a three-level scale. However, I needed to interpret my
model’s feature - topics further to transform them into a meaningful visual interface
component of TutVis. In the following subsections, I present my approach of the
transformations.
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5.1. Transforming Text Difficulty, Length, Word Repetition, Command
Ratio into Interface Components
I investigated different approaches to visually represent the subset of my model’s features,
i.e., text difficulty, length, word repetition and command ratio. Some of the approaches
include presenting values as integers, representing values through percentages, relative
comparison from the average distributions and converting the numerical value into a threelevel scale. Table 2 presents the approaches that I tried to represent one of the model’s
features - Text Difficulty.

Type

Indicator

Illustration

Integer

The text difficult score of this
tutorial is 8 out of 12.

Integer

The tutorial has a text difficulty
score of 8 and should be
appropriate for the 13-15 age
group.

Percentage

Considering the text difficulty,
the tutorial is just above 50%.

Comparison from
the average

The text difficulty of this tutorial
is slightly above average.

Three-level scale

The tutorial is fairly easy to go
through.
Table 2: Different representation of Text Difficulty
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After trying different scales, I decided to transform the features, i.e., text difficulty,
command ratio, length, and word repetition into a three-level scale, i.e., “low”, “medium”
and “high”. I chose this technique because I found that this way of presentation was simpler,
meaningful, and easy to interpret. For example, a tutorial presenting “high” value for length
can be interpreted as a lengthy tutorial. Similarly, a low value for text difficulty can be
interpreted as a tutorial having more simpler text structure, which is expected to be easier
to go through.

5.2. Transforming Topics into Interface Components
My model’s performance analysis revealed that topic distribution (generated via LDA) was
my most informative tutorial feature. As a reminder, LDA generates latent words for each
topic and applies a generic label (e.g., “Topic 1”, “Topic 2” in Figure 9). However, the
generic labels for the topics and their distribution lack interpretation. For example, in
Figure 9, the first sample tutorial has a value of 0.7 for “Topic 1”. Here, the label - “Topic
1” does not have any meaning, and therefore, the value is hard to connect with a meaningful
semantic. So, I needed further interpretation to be able to present them in TutVis. In the
following, I describe how I went from this LDA output to the human-readable labels that I
used in my TutVis system.
There are different methods for topic labeling; for example, labels can be generated by
humans manually [68,77] or through automated techniques [45,55]. I use a manual
approach for labels because they often give users more insights into the nature of the topics
than ones that are automatically generated [34].
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My first approach was to focus on the top latent words from a topic-word distribution table
that LDA generates automatically (e.g., “scene”, “resize”, “composite”, and “matte in
Figure 9). Prior work reports success in using software experts to assign topic labels to sets
of latent words that consist only of precise software command names of 3d design
application [77]. I tried this approach with my Topics-All model (as this model performed
best in the classification task) but found it difficult to connect the latent words produced
with a meaningful semantic label, in part because the latent words included a number of
generic Photoshop terms (such as scene, matte, animation, timeline). Instead, I devised my
approach to topic labeling that involved: 1) creating clusters of tutorials based on LDA
output, and then 2) qualitatively analyzing the tutorials in each of the clusters.

Topic 1:
scene, resize,
composite,
matte
Topic 2:
color, art,
sketch,
line,
Topic 3:
animation,
timeline,
video,
playback
Top Latent Words

Tutorials
(Preprocessed)

Topic Model
LDA

Sample
Tutorials

Topic 1

Topic 2

Topic 3

0.7

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.6

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.5

Table : Document-Topic Distribution

Figure 9: An example of LDA topic model output for 3 sample topics. The shaded fields represent
dominant topic.
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5.2.1. Generating Tutorial Clusters
LDA classifies each document (i.e., tutorial) as a mixture of topics, where each topic is
contributing a different amount. This mixture is represented as a probability distribution.
For example, in the sample document-topic distribution table in Figure 9, the first tutorial
is represented by the topic distribution: Topic 1: 0.7, Topic 2: 0.2, and Topic 3: 0.1. From
this distribution, I define the dominant topic as the topic having the highest probability
value within this distribution. For this sample tutorial, Topic 1 is the dominant topic (see
the shaded values in Figure 9’s Document-Topic distribution table). Following this
technique, I defined the dominant topics for all the tutorials in my corpus. To look for
semantic relationships, I created tutorial clusters, based on tutorials with the same dominant
topic. Figure 10 shows sample tutorial clusters, where each cluster has tutorials with the
same dominant topic.

Label 1

Label 2

Label 3

Composite

Sketching

Video Effects

Topic 1

Topic 2

Topic 3

Tutorial Clusters

represent sample tutorials
Figure 10: Topic Labeling using Tutorial Clusters

5.2.2. Analyzing Tutorial Clusters to Generate Labels
After the generation of the tutorial clusters, I analyzed them qualitatively for commonalities
in the Photoshop tasks that they covered. I used these commonalities to label the LDA
topics.
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For my analysis, I focused on the top tutorials (i.e., ordered by the probability values) in
each cluster, as they were the most representative of that cluster’s topic. I used qualitative
analysis involving open coding [73]. During my coding, I consulted the tutorials’ titles,
commands used, high-level tasks performed, image cues, and any end goal specified by the
tutorial author. I coded at least three top tutorials under each cluster, examining more
tutorials are necessarily to find clear patterns. After open coding, I identified common
themes of each cluster, which I used for labeling. In the following paragraphs, I show my
coding strategy that I followed to label topic 5 of my LDA model output.

Notes

Image Cue

Tutorial 1

Tutorial 2

Figure 11: Sample code of the tutorials of topic 5.
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Figure 11 shows my annotations for two top tutorials under topic 5. While coding a tutorial,
I collected title, high-level tasks performed, and end goal in handwritten notes. I also
collected the image cues of these tutorials separately. I used the notes for thematic analysis
and the image cues as an illustration of the result.
For collecting the title, I looked into the tutorial’s heading. While analyzing the tutorials, I
noticed that tutorial author often defines the objective at the starting or ending note of any
tutorial, which I referred to as the author’s end goal. For example, in one tutorial, the author
describes:
“In this tutorial, we’ll use Adobe InDesign, Photoshop and Illustrator to put
together a fun festive flyer with a vintage look … for promoting office parties
or other holidays. This flyer …”
From the statement, I summarized the end goal of this tutorial was to design a festivelooking flyer with a vintage vibe. To deduce the higher-level tasks performed, I looked at
the workflow information, which is often provided as sub-steps in any tutorial. For example,
in the first sample tutorial, the provided sub-steps are as follows: “how to set up a flyer in
InDesign, how to create a silhouetted image, how to incorporate typography into a flyer
design, how to add a texture overlay to your flyer, conclusion”. From the given information,
I deduced the sub-steps to be: set the background, create a silhouetted image, incorporate
typography, add texture and export (see Figure 11). However, I also found some tutorials
which did not have any explicit sub-steps. For those, I came up with some sub-steps by
analyzing the types of tasks performed and the commands used. For example, in one
tutorial, the author provides the following instructions:
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“I’m going to use this image with the Mountaineer so I would like to change
the background … I’m going to create a quick selection and use that selection
for masking out the background of this image… I prefer to use the quick
selection tool... creating the selection by dragging the parts that I would like
to select… the magic wand and quick selection tool works the same [for the
selection task]”
From this, I decided the sub-step to be: Selecting a part of an image.
After my tutorial coding process, I used thematic analysis to deduce the common themes
of the topic. For example, the tutorials in Figure 11 follow a common workflow, such as:
creating the background, decorating the background by adding objects and effects, creating
text layer and export. The end goals for these tutorials are to design posters or flyers (see
the image cues of the sample tutorials in Figure 11). Therefore, considering the themes, I
chose to label topic 5 as – Flyer & Poster Design. However, I also encountered some
tutorials where the end goal was not explicitly related to the topic label. For example, the
topic Animation & Video Effects grouped tutorials where the authors provided the
following end goals:
“In this tutorial, we will design a simple news iPhone app, and then animate
it for client presentation and export it as a GIF file.” [tutorial 1]
“In this tutorial, I will teach you how to lift an object from its background
using the automated Content Aware Fill and the good old copy and paste
technique [creating glitch effect]” [tutorial 2]
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“In this tutorial we'll take a video clip and transform it into a doodle-filled
video inspired by Skrillex and Diplo's Where Are Ü Now with Justin Bieber”
[tutorial 3]
For these tutorials, the end goals seemed different from each other. So to label this cluster,
I leveraged the latent words given by the LDA model in addition to the tutorial’s end goal
and workflow. For this cluster, the LDA model enlists words such as “animation”,
“timeline”, “frame”, “video”, “gif” d(i.e., top five words). By relating to the latent words,
I noticed that the tutorials followed a common workflow to create an animation or video
effects. After analyzing, I ended up with a common theme of this cluster and accordingly,
I named this cluster as Animation & Video Effects.
During the topic labeling process, I found clusters that represented high-level Photoshop
tasks that were clearly distinguishable from other clusters (about 30% of the topics,
covering 30% of the tutorials in my dataset). Labeling these clusters was relatively
straightforward. Two examples are Flyer and Poster Design and Drawing Pixel Art. The
tutorials within each cluster had common sub-steps and end goals, but there were large
differences across the two clusters. Figure 12 (see Type 1: Clear Topics) shows the general
concept of labeling these topics. I present these topics with my generated labels and the top
ten latent words (i.e., given by LDA) in Appendix A.
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Flyer and
Poster Design

Photo Composite and
Manipulation

Topic 3

Topic 12

Editing and
Selection

Topic 5
Drawing Pixel
Art

Topic 17

Topic 7

Topic 1

represent sample tutorials

Type 1: Clear Topics

Type 2: Similar Topics

Type 3: Fuzzy Topics

Figure 12: General concept of labeling different topics (i.e., tutorial clusters)

Among other tutorial clusters, I saw clear tasks within the topic but did not see enough
semantic differences relative to some other clusters to warrant unique labels. While there
were likely subtle differences in these tutorial clusters, the tutorials generally seemed to
follow the same sub-tasks to achieve similar end results. For these clusters (about 60% of
the topics, covering 66% of the tutorials), I grouped subsets of the clusters together and
assigned a common label. For example, I assigned the label Photo Composite and
Manipulation to 5 different clusters. Figure 12 (see Type 2: Similar Topics) presents the
general concept of labeling these topics. In the following paragraphs, I present the rationale
behind labeling these tutorial clusters as Photo Composite and Manipulation.
Below I present a list of the end goals of tutorials from five different clusters:
“The image we’re going to create is inspired by a scene from the movie Lovely
Bones, by Peter Jackson… Since we’re going for a fantasy world, I planned to
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use images of desert dunes to create the snow-scape. This will allow us to have
the kind of surreal wavy lines in our landscape that would be impossible to
obtain from real pictures of snow” [tutorial from topic 3]
“In this tutorial, you will discover how to combine advanced masking
techniques, blending modes, adjustment layers and clever use of filters to part
the sea and create a surreal photo manipulation” [tutorial from topic 12]
“In this tutorial, we will show you how to re-create that scene (movie scene)
where a coast break apart and fall into the sea) using selection of stock photos”
[tutorial from topic 17]
“In this tutorial I’ll show you how to use photo manipulation techniques in
Adobe Photoshop to create a dreamy scene featuring a medieval woman with
a dove carrying a letter… we’ll add the sky and landscape, import the bridge,
model, castle and blend all of these elements together…” [tutorial from topic
24]
“In this tutorial we will be teaching how to integrate elements from different
sources to create a realistic photo manipulation with dark conceptual
elements. You will learn some lighting and blending techniques …” [tutorial
from topic 30]
As we can see, all the tutorials have similar end goals that involve manipulating photos and
creating hypothetical or surreal scenery by combining those. I found similar high-level
tasks to accomplish the end result within this group. The high-level tasks were: select the
background scene, extract items from different images, blend items together, adjust
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lighting, and add effects. Therefore, after analyzing all the collected information, I
concluded the label for this group to be Photo Composite and Manipulation. I report all of
these topics with my generated labels, and top ten latent words (i.e., given by LDA) in
Appendix B
I also came across clusters where the top tutorials in the cluster were quite different from
one another (about 10% of the topics, covering 3% tutorials of the corpus). I handled these
cases by labeling them generically according to their commonalities (e.g., Editing and
Selection). For example, in one topic cluster, I found one tutorial entitled “Photoshop CC
Tutorial – Advanced How to Select Hair” – where the author shows the use of the “quick
selection tool” to select delicate details. In another tutorial entitled “Glowing PS4
Controller” from the same cluster, the author shows different editing steps (e.g., coloradjustment, filter) to create a glowing effect. Here, the two tutorials from the same cluster
seemed to provide different themes. So, I investigated a few more tutorials under this
cluster entitled “How to Create Amazing Text with Mixer brush”, “Advanced Lighting
Techniques in Photo Editing”, and “Advanced tutorial: How to select Difficult Hair in
Photoshop CC”. After the analysis, I was unable to find any common pattern by analyzing
their end goals, workflows, and the latent words provided by LDA. Therefore, I looked
into a generic name that could best suit this cluster. I ended up naming this cluster as
Editing and Selection. Figure 12 (see Type 3: Fuzzy Topics) shows the general concept of
labeling these topics. I report all of these topics with my generated labels, and the top ten
latent words in Appendix C.
The LDA topic modeling produced 30 topics; however, after the manual labeling process
(i.e., merging and naming), I ended up with 18 topics. To verify the semantics of my labels,
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I solicited feedback from a Photoshop expert who was not involved in the labeling process.
I provided the expert with four randomly selected tutorials per topic (of the top ten for that
topic) and asked him to verify the relevance of my labels to tasks being demonstrated. I
used the expert’s feedback to make some minor wording adjustments to my labels.
5.2.3. Advanced Vs. Beginner Topics: Some High-Level Differences
I examined the tutorial clusters to get a sense of any key differences between the topics
covered by advanced and beginner tutorials. In my analysis, I considered a topic consisting
of primarily advanced tutorials if at least 70% of its tutorial cluster was comprised of
advanced tutorials (and vice-versa for beginner topics/clusters). I selected the 70%
threshold heuristically as it seemed to provide a reasonable starting point. Figure 13 shows
the general concept of classifying predominant advanced vs. beginner tutorial clusters (i.e.,
Photoshop).

Figure 13: A general concept of classifying advanced vs beginner tutorial clusters (i.e., Photoshop).

I found that some of the advanced topics of Photoshop used special techniques to preserve
an image’s source content so that the same image could be reused even after modification.
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For example, I noticed the use of “smart object”, which enables users to perform nondestructive editing in creating 3d objects (e.g., of a wine bottle, glass, and loaf). Some
advanced topics assumed existing “how-to” knowledge, such as knowing about different
photo manipulation techniques and how to use basic tools (e.g., pen tool, brush tool).
Others involved using additional complex software (e.g., Cinema 4D, 3Ds Max, Modo).
In beginner topics, I found most of them provided comprehensive descriptions, without
any assumption of existing knowledge. For example, tutorials in the flyer and poster design
topic conveyed complete workflow guidance to the users, providing detailed instructions,
and demonstrating the use of basic tools. I also noticed in beginner topics, the images
tended to undergo fewer changes. For example, the beginner topic photo editing and
retouching deals with fine-tuning different parameters, such as brightness, contrast or
removing unwanted items from an image. In contrast, in the advanced topic photo
manipulation, images underwent significant changes, particularly in terms of the image’s
overall content. One example included changing the features of a person’s body (i.e.,
adding neon horns, creating surreal stitched eye effect). Some advanced topics combined
multiple techniques that were covered in isolation in beginner tutorials. For example- photo
manipulation often combines different photo masking, editing and retouching techniques
to match the creator’s imagination. The future investigation could leverage this technique
to uncover potential insight on advanced vs beginner topics in other domains (e.g., Fusion
360, AutoCAD, MAYA). Besides, this technique could also be used as feature extraction
for classifying advanced vs. beginner topics.
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5.3. TutVis: Tutorial Selection Interface

Figure 14: The TutVis interface, which presents a list of tutorials with difficulty (A), title (B), thumbnail
image (C), topics covered (D), length, text difficulty, commands usage (E) and most frequently used
tools (F). TutVis also provides filtering options (G,H) and a search bar (I)

To illustrate how my classifier and its features could be used to help users select tutorials,
I developed the TutVis prototype. As shown in Figure 14, TutVis uses the classifier to
annotate each tutorial with an automatically generated difficulty assessment. TutVis also
summarizes other features that contributed to this difficulty assessment through interface
components representing: the topics covered, the text difficulty, the length, and commands
usage (renamed from command ratio in section 3.3.2 based on pilot testing). The visual
representations of these features were refined iteratively based on pilot testing (examples
of alternatives explored are provided in Appendix D). For topics, I chose to include only
those which contributed at least 10% to the tutorial’s overall topic distribution, resulting in
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tutorials having at most three topics listed (Figure 14, D the stack bar shows the distribution
of the topics). To present the length, text difficulty and commands usage, I converted their
numerical values into low, medium and high scale (as shown in section 5.1). I did not
include my model’s word repetition feature after pilot testing with different visual
representations revealed that users found this feature difficult to understand.
Building on prior work on command-oriented tutorial selection interfaces [42,63], in
addition to the model’s features, TutVis also lists the frequently used tools, as well as the
title and the tutorial’s output image (i.e., thumbnail). Users can click on a tutorial for a
more detailed view and can hover to obtain more information on the different interface
components. TutVis allows users to filter tutorials according to topic and difficulty. It also
has a seach bar where users can search different tutorials by the general topic or tittle. The
searching supports approximate substring matching (i.e., fuzzy string searching) and
presents result with the closest match. In case of presenting the results, it priotarizes
tutorials having the exact topic name or title and sorts the tutorial list accordingly.

5.4. Summary
I transformed my model’s features into interface components of a tutorial browsing
prototype, TutVis. This prototype annotates tutorials with length, text difficulty, command
usage, topics, and frequently used tools. To present three of my model’s features - length,
text difficulty, and commands usage, I used a three-level scale (i.e., high, medium, low). I
devised an approach of interpreting topics as high-level Photoshop tasks by qualitatively
investigating tutorial clusters. After interpretation, I presented the top three topics with my
generated labels and their distribution in TutVis.
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Tutorial Selection Study

This chapter discusses the user study that I conducted to evaluate the utility of my prototype,
TutVis. My goal was to gain insight into the value of the difficulty labels in helping users
select a tutorial from a tutorial repository, as well as the representations of the different
tutorial features (i.e., topics, length, text difficulty, commands usage). This study was
approved by the university’s research ethics board (see Appendix E for the approval and
Appendix F for the certificate).

6.1. Participants
I recruited 12 participants (8 male, 4 female) through advertisements posted on a local
university campus (see Appendix G for the poster advertising the study), via social media
and through word of mouth. All participants were required to have some familiarity with
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Photoshop. Among our participant pool, 5 self-reported as beginners (i.e., use Photoshop
once a month or less), 5 as intermediates (i.e., use Photoshop at least once a week), 2 as
experts (i.e., use Photoshop daily). Participants received $20 (cash or gift card) for their
participation.

6.2. Study Conditions and Tutorials
My study had a within-subjects design with three conditions (Baseline, TutDiff, and TutVis).
In each condition, participants were provided with a different interface for browsing a set
of Photoshop tutorials. The three conditions differed in the number of tutorial features that
were displayed:
1. Baseline: each tutorial was annotated with only the title, thumbnail image, and most
frequently used tools (see Figure 15).

I
B

F
C

Figure 15: The baseline interface, which presents a list of tutorials with title (B), thumbnail image
(C), and most frequently used tools (F). This interface also provides a search bar (I)
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2. TutDiff: all information in the Baseline interface plus the auto-generated difficulty
labels (advanced/beginner) (see Figure 16).

I
G
A

B

F
C

Figure 16: The TutDiff interface, which presents a list of tutorials with difficulty (A), title (B),
thumbnail image (C), and most frequently used tools (F). TutDiff also provides filtering options
(G) and a search bar (I)

3. TutVis: the complete TutVis system as described in Section 5.3. The additional
annotations available in this condition can be found in Figure 14; D, E (i.e., topics, length,
text difficult, and commands usage).
Each tutorial selection interface contained a list of 50 tutorials. I had three mutually
exclusive sets of varied tutorials (in terms of topics, difficulty, length, etc.), which I
randomly assigned to each condition. To replicate my model’s overall performance (85%
accuracy), each set had 7 tutorials with incorrect difficulty labels (i.e., misclassified as
advanced or beginner). The order of interface condition was fully counterbalanced across
participants.
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6.3. Procedure
I began by asking participants to sign in a consent form (see Appendix H) and giving them
a demographic questionnaire (see Appendix K) to complete. After completing the
demographic questionnaire, participants were asked to complete three tutorial selection
tasks per-interface condition (i.e., nine in total). Before getting to work with each interface
condition, participants were given a brief instruction (see Appendix I) on the available
features. Each tutorial selection task presented a different scenario and asked the
participants to find a tutorial accordingly. My scenarios were motivated by findings from
the previous research on the different reasons that users search for tutorials online (e.g.,
[18,43]). The first focused on a scenario with a sense of urgency, the second involved an
exploratory search and the third focused on wanting a tutorial of particular difficulty. I
created three isomorphic scenario sets, which I iteratively refined and pilot tested. Table 3
shows one of the scenario sets (see Appendix J for all the sets).
To focus the study time on tutorial selection data, I asked participants to spend around 710 minutes per selection task but did not require them to complete their selected tutorial.
This technique follows previously established methodology for evaluating tutorial
selection interfaces [42].
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Task

Task Description

Sense of
urgency

Suppose you are assigned the task of creating an advertisement for a
fundraising occasion. You want to complete this task quickly. Select a
tutorial that you think would serve as the best starting point for you.

(1st Task)
Sense of
exploratory
search

Suppose you are free for the whole afternoon, and you are interested in
learning about digital drawing. Find a tutorial, which would give you
some insight into digital drawing.

(2nd Task)
Sense of
difficulty
(3rd Task)

Suppose you have a friend who has never used Photoshop before.
Recently, he asked for your help in finding tutorials on how to change an
image background. Find a suitable tutorial for your friend.

Table 3: One set of tutorial selection scenarios

Participants were asked to think-aloud while searching for tutorials. I also recorded
participants’ eye gaze information using a Tobii Eye Tracker 4C. After each condition,
participants completed a short questionnaire where they reported i) on which interface
components they used, and ii) their confidence level in their tutorial selections using a 5pt Likert scale (see Appendix L). After completing all three conditions, participants took
part in a semi-structured interview, where I asked about their experiences with the three
interfaces (see Appendix M for the sample questions). Each study session lasted
approximately 1.5 hours.
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6.4. Results
6.4.1. Subjective Response: Preferences and Confidence Levels
In the interview, I asked participants to rank the three interfaces according to their
subjective preferences. All 12 participants ranked TutVis as their most preferred interface.
At the other end of the spectrum, the Baseline condition had very little support, with 11
participants rating it as their least preferred of the three.
I also compared participants’ tutorial selection confidence levels (reported on a 5-pt Likert
scale) using Friedman’s two-way ANOVA with Interface as the within-subject factor. I
found a statistically significant main effect of Interface on selection confidence (χ2(2) =
11.267, p = 0.004). Posthoc comparisons (Bonferroni adjusted) indicated that participants
felt more confident when using TutVis (mean = 4.7, s.d. = 0.5) than when using Baseline
(mean = 3.6, s.d. = 0.8, p = 0.006). There were also trends suggesting that participants
were more confident with TutVis than with TutDiff (mean = 4.1, s.d. = 0.9, p = 0.068), and
that they were more confident with TutDiff than with Baseline (p = 0.084).
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6.4.2. Individual Component Usage

Number of Participants

12
TutVis

10

TutDiff

8

Baseline

6
4
2
0
Topics

Difficulty
Label

Title

Thumbnail

Length

Text
Commands Frequent
Difficulty
Usage
Tools

Interface
Components
Figure 17: Self-reported interface components used.

I also investigated how participants used different interface components during the tutorial
selection tasks.
Figure 17 summarizes responses from the post-condition questionnaire, which asked
participants to indicate which of the available interface components they had used during
that condition. Figure 17 presents data from all three conditions. However, as a reminder,
not all features were available in each condition (see section 6.2 for details). When the
difficulty labels were present (in TutVis and TutDiff), the majority of participants reported
using them, particularly with TutDiff (11/12 participants). The topics, which were available
in TutVis only, were very popular - all 12 participants reported using them in that condition.
As would be expected, participants reported using title and thumbnail in all conditions.
However, their reported usage of these components decreased with TutVis, where some
seemed to instead rely more on the topic labels. Other components (e.g., length, text
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difficulty, commands usage, and frequent tools) were not as heavily reported (2-4
participants depending on condition).

Number of Participants

12

Urgency

10

Exploration

8

Difficulty

6
4
2

0
Topics

Difficulty
Label

Title

Thumbnail

Length

Text
Commands Frequent
Difficulty
Usage
Tools

Interface Components

Figure 18: Interface components used in the different tasks according eye-gaze and think-aloud data (in
TutVis only)

To provide further insight into how the tutorial selection scenario impacted interface
component usage, I turned to the think-aloud transcripts and the eye-gaze data. To analyze
the gaze data, I leveraged heatmaps generated by a software extension of Tobii [85]. I
considered only those components with the longest fixation duration as determined by the
application (i.e., dwells of at least 2.2 milliseconds; guided by [17]). Following previous
work on combining eye-gaze and think-aloud data [12], I retained only the fixations where
the participant also mentioned using the component to guide their selection. This was to
disregard cases where, for example, the participant might have fixated because they found
a component confusing. I instead use my interview data to shed light on components
participants found confusing. I conducted this analysis on the TutVis data only, since this
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condition contains all interface components. Figure 18 shows that while there was some
variation in component usage across tasks, there were no dramatic differences. The one
notable exception is the length component, which was used by 8 participants in the task
that conveyed a sense of urgency, and by only 2 participants in the other tasks. Figure 18
also shows that the majority of participants used the difficulty labels in all three tasks, as
opposed to only in the task that emphasized the expertise of the target user. The figure also
suggests heavier reliance on the titles and thumbnails than was indicated in the self-reports.
6.4.3. Perspective on the Utility of Individual Components
The semi-structured interviews provided further insight into why participants used the
different components. I elaborate on some of these reasons below. In the quotes below, B
represents a beginner Photoshop user, I an intermediate, and E an expert.
Topics Provide a Useful Preview: Participants were enthusiastic about the topic
information. One of their main reasons was that this information tended to be more
useful/accurate than the title in summarizing the tutorial’s emphasis:
“… just like character design [task] […] when you go through the topic once
and there will be an animation or something like that [a topic related to
animation and design] then you can know that this one is related to character
design. That’s useful” – (P7-E)
The participant felt the topics served a similar function as the preface of a book:
“it is giving you a type of outline […]. It is like a preface to a book. Like when
you start reading, you should know the contents.” – (P10-B)
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Difficulty Labels Help with Filtering and Uncovering Advanced Techniques:
Participants particularly liked using the difficulty labels as a way to streamline the list of
tutorials to only those that would match the desired expertise level:
“He is from different background [beginner user]. He might flip if provided
with more technical jargon [advanced tutorial] […] So, it was like a more
simpler way [filter by tutorial difficulty labels]”- (P10-B)
The difficulty labels were also appreciated by the expert participants, who wanted a tutorial
that would go beyond just accomplishing a task:
“For event flyers [task scenario] I think that one [beginner tutorial] is really
fit for the task. But in my mind, if I am doing this […] I vote to have something
more stylish more attractive […] eye catchy. So that’s why I am choosing this
[advanced tutorial]”- (P7-E)
During the interview, I also asked participants how they would feel about misclassified
difficulty labels, given the classifier's overall accuracy (85%). I found participants who
self-reported themselves as experts or intermediates were not concerned with
misclassification. They felt that they either had the knowledge to further assess the tutorial
before committing to it or could cope with various levels of difficulty:
“For me, it [misclassification] does not matter too much [...] it’s always the
contents that matter the most for all”- (P4-I)
“I think that [following misclassified tutorial] is not difficult for me here
because I can follow each level [advanced or beginner]” – (P7-E)
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Participants worried more about misclassifications related to beginner tutorials, where it
could lead to struggles in completion.
“If I am sharing a tutorial to someone else like in it said a grandparent
[sharing advanced tutorial to beginners] and it is actually advanced […] that’s
not gonna be very good” – (P1-B)
Usage of Length Varied According to Participant Expertise: The length component was
mostly used in the scenario with a sense of urgency (see Figure 18). The expert participants
indicated that they were searching for a short tutorial because they did not need in-depth
explanations of the task or tool usage:
“What I do sometimes if I need to look at something [then] length is very
important. […] if they [designers] have to first understand how to make a
selection [then] there are those tutorials on YouTube that are like 1 or 2
minutes videos. Most of them go through that. They are not going to those
videos that are like 30 minutes and that explain what selection tools are and
how you can work” – (P5-E)
Conversely, beginner participants were more interested in the long tutorials that show stepby-step changes:
“[…] it [a short tutorial] does not describe how to create a canvas. So, this
one might not be the best […] the fantasy scene [a long tutorial] oh, it
describes the tools you are [going to] use step by step […] length is definitely
helpful” – (P6-B)
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Other components had limited value: Most of the participants did not use the most
frequent tools (see Figure 17). Beginner participants lacked the knowledge of the tools,
whereas the more advanced participants found that they got a better sense of the tutorial by
looking at the topics, title, and thumbnail. Participants reported not using the text difficulty,
because they felt that they could cope with various text difficulty levels. Most of my
participants had difficulty understanding the command usage feature.

6.5. Summary
The results from my initial user study suggest value in providing users with both
automatically generated difficulty labels and information on features that contribute to this
classification. My full-featured TutVis interface was preferred over the Baseline version
as well as the version with only the difficulty levels present. I also found that the full set
improved selection confidence over the Baseline, with trends indicating that the more
information users had, the more confident they seemed. My think-aloud and eye-gaze data
indicated that of my novel interface components, the topics and difficulty labels were the
most heavily used. The use of tutorial length during the selection process was more taskand user-dependent. Given that my other interface components (readability and command
usage) had very little use or qualitative support, future versions should likely remove them
to reduce the selection interface’s visual complexity.
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Conclusion

Online tutorials are learning aids for the feature-rich software [39,43,50]. However, in the
large pool of available tutorials, most of them do not have any difficulty levels, which is
needed to guide different expertise of users to achieve task success [39] and remove
frustration [49]. Prior work has leveraged an online voting mechanism [75] and expert’s
judgment [77] to find out the difficulty levels. In my approach, I investigated the feasibility
of automatically labeling online tutorials as advanced or beginner leveraging machine
learning techniques. In the following subsections, I conclude by summarizing my
contributions and by discussing some of the future research directions of this thesis.
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7.1. Contributions
The goal of my thesis was to present an automatic, machine-learning approach to labeling
an online software tutorial’s difficulty. In this thesis, my contribution was four-fold. I
briefly summarize each of the contributions in the following paragraphs.
I initiated my investigation by collecting pre-labeled Photoshop tutorials from various
sources. Guided by previous works on software expertise and learnability [30,31,46,54,75],
and by conducting informal feature investigations on the collected tutorials, I settled on:
topics, commands, word repetition, text difficulty, and length as my features. I analyzed
the feature differences using a 2-tailed independent T-test and found that advanced tutorials
are significantly lengthier and contain significantly more repeated words than the beginner
tutorials.
I developed different machine learning models using the combination of my engineered
feature sets. I found my best model could correctly classify advanced vs. beginner tutorials
at 85% accuracy while testing with 10-fold cross-validation. My best model leveraged all
feature sets, e.g., topics, command ratio, word repetition, text difficulty, and length. From
my analysis on the quantity of the training data, I found out the performance of my model
can still be improved with more training data. To find out the generalizability of my
approach, I developed another model using Fusion 360 tutorials. I showed that this model
could get accuracy up to 81%.
I investigated ways to present classifier features and its decision to the users. I
demonstrated an application of my classifier by embedding it in the tutorial browsing
interface TutVis. To represent my features length, command ratio, and text difficulty as
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interface components of TutVis, I transformed the numerical values into low, medium, and
high scale. To present my feature – topics, I devised an approach of interpreting the
numerical topic distributions into high-level Photoshop topics. I uncovered some highlevel differences of advanced vs. beginner topics through my analysis.
To investigate the utility of my system, TutVis, I conducted a tutorial selection study with
12 participants. My study findings indicated that users appreciated having information on
a tutorial’s difficulty level and its high-level topics. The combination of difficulty labels
and topics had the potential to be particularly powerful in the context of feature-rich
software since a user’s software expertise can vary substantially according to the topics
[31].

7.2. Limitations and Future Research Directions
7.2.1. Developing a Recommender System
I demonstrated an application of my classifier by embedding it in my TutVis tutorial
browsing interface. I uncovered that users found tutorial’s difficulty and topics helpful in
selecting tutorials. Beyond supporting tutorial browsing through annotations, another
potential application of my classifier would be to embed it inside a recommender system.
Such a system could use recent advances in expertise [29,30] and task detection [38,71,77]
to automatically recommend tutorials.
7.2.2. Investigating Other Features
Since my current work mainly relies on text-based features, there are a number of
opportunities to explore additional classification features. For example, my qualitative
analysis suggested that a beginner tutorial might spend more time on tool demonstrations.
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It might be possible to use existing techniques [64] to identify and quantify tool
demonstrations in a tutorial. When looking for further properties of an advanced tutorial,
the classifier might also consider references to external software, or look for references to
commands that are particularly unique, as measured by community usage logs [52]. Future
work could also leverage advances in computer vision to generate new visual features about
tutorial difficulty by analyzing objects in images and video frames [5].
7.2.3. Reducing the Impact of Misclassification
In conjunction with exploring new tutorial features, future work can systematically
examine the impact of misclassified tutorials. My study provides only high-level subject
impressions of the potential implications of misclassification, which is that the classifier
might need to be particularly conservative when labeling a tutorial as beginner. Novice
users might be more negatively impacted by a tutorial that does not match their skill level,
and they might experience greater frustration or even become discouraged. In contrast,
expert users might be able to leverage their existing software knowledge to more easily
detect misclassifications. One way to alleviate the impact of the misclassifications would
be to augment the automatically generated labels with community-based feedback about
tutorial difficulty (e.g., as explored in Vermette et al. [75]).
7.2.4. Automating Manual Effort
In considering the generalizability of my approach, I reflect on the manual effort required.
My command dictionary involved some manual effort. While I could extract command
names from the software, I manually annotated a subset of tutorials (70 in total) to include
examples of indirect references. This command dictionary was used to calculate one of the
features in my best performing model (i.e., Command Ratio). Assigning human-readable
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labels to the LDA topics also involved a non-trivial amount of human labor, as I had to
hand analyze a subset of tutorials within each topic to look for common themes. Given
participant enthusiasm for this component of the TutVis browsing interface, future work
could explore ways to automate this manual labeling to eliminate the need for expert
inspection. One could also imagine using crowd workers [41] to assign labels, using the
tutorial clustering method to guide this effort.
7.2.5. Exploring the Long Term Effect
I presented an automatic, machine-learning approach to labeling an online software
tutorial’s difficulty. I showed my developed tutorial features could be leveraged to classify
advanced vs. beginner Photoshop tutorials at 85% accuracy. My system, TutVis represents
only one point in the design space of how this expertise information might be used to
support tutorial selection. Future work should verify the generalizability of my study
findings to larger sample size. Deploying TutVis would also enable to collect more
ecologically valid data on how TutVis supports real-world tutorial browsing and selection.
Future work should also explore the feasibility and utility of finer-grained difficulty
assessments by collecting suitably-labeled training data (e.g., advanced, intermediate,
beginner tutorials) and using multi-class classifiers [27,33,66,81]. With ongoing advances
in software expertise detection, my approach paves the way for new technologies that
match users with online resources that best suit their current levels of software expertise.
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Appendix A – Clear Topics

Clear Topics

Topic Number

Name

Top 10 Words

Drawing Pixel Art

pencil, pixel_art, isometric, character, outline, shade,
volume, diagonal, extend, define

T1

poster, page, vintage, indesign, typography, bleed,
pantone, poster_design, file_export, paper

T5

Flyer & Poster Design

T11

Introducing Interface & menu_choose, interface, option, edit, crop,
Basics
workspace, dialog_box, hover, check_mark, panel

T15

Shading, Texture
Color Blending

T16

Masking & Selection

T22

Introducing Layers & brightness, rgb, histogram, channel, adjustment,
Colors
contrast, highlight, correction, curve, percentage

T25

Photo
Retouching photograph, compare, healing_brush, bridge, feature,
Techniques
retouch, detail, option, show, important_thing

T26

File
Organization, library, profile, web, collection, facebook,
Share and Export
creative_cloud, plug, download, update, save

T29

Animation & Video animation, timeline, frame, video, gif, playback, loop,
Effects
glare, motion, outline

&

splash, gradient_map, hardness_flow, explosion,
multiply, blend_mode, stylish_light, alt_clipping,
palette, overlay
quick_selection,
mask,
smart_radius,
subtract_selection, check_colorize, refine_edge,
lasso_tool, fine_tune, stamp_tool, refinement
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Appendix B – Similar Topics

Similar Topics

Topic Number

Name

Top 10 Words

T2+T13

3D Designs & Effects

extrusion, cinema, modo, diffuse_texture,
high_pass, bitmap, texture, render, viewport,
polygon

T8+T21

Generation of Objects ruler, clipping, smart_object, gaussian_blur,
& Graphic Patterns
apply_transformation,
mockup,
canvas,
neon_tube, shape, filter

T3+T12+T17+T24+T30

Photo Composite & building,
import_asset,
matte_painting,
Manipulation
resize_position,
free_transformation,
scene,
smoke, source-folder, lasso, rgb_composite

T4+T19+T23

Photo
Editing, thumbnail, manipulation, brightness_contrast,
Manipulation
& man_portrait,
threshold_level,
camera_raw,
Special Effects
puppet_wrap, effect, adjust, subject

T6+T27+T28

Sketching & Digital color, digital_art, artist, rough_sketch, expression,
Painting
line_art, skin_tone, incorporate, motif, focal_point

T9+T10

Design Shapes
Artwork

T14+T20

Text Effects

& elliptical_marquee, contract, selection_active,
feather, circle, geometric, illustrator, design,
stroke, triangle
preset_manager, angle_distance, bevel_emboss,
text, style, pattern_overlay, global_setting,
rasterize_type, font, write
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Appendix C – Fuzzy Topics

Fuzzy Topics

Topic Number

Name

MIX: Editing &
T7
Transformation
T18

MIX:
Editing
Selection

Top 10 Words

step, copy, add, fill, duplicate, merge, position, warp,
resource, move
& sort, drag, difficult, stuff, command, powerful,
bunch, fact, great, hit
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Appendix D – Evolution of the Tutorial Representation

Evolution of the Tutorial Representation
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Appendix E – Research Ethics Board Approval

Research Ethics Board Approval
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Appendix F – TCPS 2: CORE Certificate

TCPS 2: CORE Certificate
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Appendix G – Poster Advertising the Study

Poster Advertising the Study
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Appendix H – Consent Form

Consent Form
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Appendix I – Instructions for Different Prototypes

Instructions for Different Prototypes
Prototype

Instructions
This interface presents title of the tutorial, output image (what will
the tutorial be creating), most frequently used tools, types of the

Baseline

tutorial (either it is text or video) in the tutorial’s list. You can search
by the title of the tutorials by using the search bar. You can hover
over any of the items or icons for more information.
This interface presents the title of the tutorial, output image (what
will the tutorial be creating), most frequently used tools, types of the
tutorial (either it is text or video), and a system-generated

TutDiff

assessment of the difficulty of the tutorial. You can search by the
title of the tutorials by using the search bar. You can also filter the
tutorials by advanced or beginner from the left panel. You can hover
over any of the items or icons for more information.
This interface presents the title of the tutorial, output image (what
will the tutorial be creating), most frequently used tools, types of the
tutorial (either it is text or video). In addition to this information, this
interface provides automatically-generated information such as the

TutVis

difficulty of the tutorial, the covered topics, length, text difficulty,
and commands used. You can hover over any of the items or icons
for more information. You can search for tutorials by using the
search bar, or you can also filter tutorials by the difficulty levels
and/or topics they cover.
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Appendix J – Isomorphic Scenarios for Tutorial Selection Tasks

Isomorphic Scenarios for Tutorial Selection Tasks
Set Specific Task

Exploratory Task

Difficulty Task

Set Suppose you are assigned the
1
task
of
creating
an
advertisement
for
a
fundraising occasion. You
want to complete this task
quickly. Select a tutorial that
you think would serve as the
best starting point for you.

Suppose you are free for the
whole afternoon, and you are
interested in learning about
digital drawing. Find a
tutorial that would give you
some insight into digital
drawing.

Suppose you have a friend
who has never used
Photoshop before. Recently,
he asked for your help in
finding tutorials on how to
change
an
image
background. Find a suitable
tutorial for your friend.

Set Suppose you and your friends
2
are planning to make a T-shirt
for an upcoming event. You
want to design a logo for the
T-shirt.
You want to
complete this task quickly.
Find a tutorial that could help
you to get some ideas on how
to design the logo.

Suppose you have recently
been inspired by the scenery
in a Sci-Fi movie, and you
would
like
to
create
something similar using stock
images. You have got your
weekend free, and you intend
to dedicate your time into it.
Find a tutorial that would help
you
to
explore
your
imagination.

Suppose
you
are
a
professional. You have a
new client who wants you to
add a new filter to his
portrait. Find a tutorial that
you can follow to ensure
high-quality output for your
client.

Set Suppose you are working on
3
a gaming project with a tight
deadline.
Your
current
project requires you to create
a
character
for
your
upcoming game. Now find a
tutorial that would help you
to create the character.

Suppose you have got two
days off from your office.
You want to invest your free
time to create a piece of
digital art to add to your
portfolio. Find a tutorial that
can serve as a starting point.

Suppose one of your
grandparents, who is not
tech-savvy recently asked
your help to guide him in
compiling a video in
Photoshop. Find a tutorial
which can help your
grandparent to finish the
task.
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Appendix K – Demographics Questionnaire
Demographics Questionnaire
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Appendix L – Study Questionnaire

Study Questionnaire
Interface Condition: Baseline

95

Interface Condition: TutDiff

96

Interface Condition: TutVis
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Appendix M – Semi-Structured Interview Sample Questions

Semi-Structured Interview Sample Questions

o Which of these prototypes did you like? Why?
o Can you recall any interface components which seem useful to you while looking for the
tutorials? How are they helpful?
o Which of the components you did not find useful? Why?
o How did you feel about the auto-generated information?
o Did you trust that they were accurate? Why/Why not?
o What if the information is incorrect? How much of an issue would this be for you?
o What was the prototyping missing that would have helped you select a tutorial?
o Can you rank the three interfaces based on your preference? What is your reasoning
behind this preference?
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